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"Hatha Yoga Pradipika" by Swami Swatmarama. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles
that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet
undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been
meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that
are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
In this time of quarantine and global uncertainty, it can be difficult to deal with the increased stress and anxiety. Using
ancient self-care techniques rediscovered by Herbert Benson, M.D., a pioneer in mind/body medicine for health and
wellness, you can relieve your stress, anxiety, and depression at home with just ten minutes a day. Herbert Benson,
M.D., first wrote about a simple, effective mind/body approach to lowering blood pressure in The Relaxation Response.
When Dr. Benson introduced this approach to relieving stress over forty years ago, his book became an instant national
bestseller, which has sold over six million copies. Since that time, millions of people have learned the secret—without highpriced lectures or prescription medicines. The Relaxation Response has become the classic reference recommended by
most health care professionals and authorities to treat the harmful effects of stress, anxiety, depression, and high blood
pressure. Rediscovered by Dr. Benson and his colleagues in the laboratories of Harvard Medical School and its teaching
hospitals, this revitalizing, therapeutic tack is now routinely recommended to treat patients suffering from stress and
anxiety, including heart conditions, high blood pressure, chronic pain, insomnia, and many other physical and
psychological ailments. It requires only minutes to learn, and just ten minutes of practice a day.
Meditation practices for health state of the researchDIANE PublishingBiology of KundaliniExploring the Fire of Life
New fully revised and updated edition, complete with 2 brand new chapters on Chronic Pain and Well-being Developed
over a period of 100 years the Alexander Technique has helped people to successfully manage a wide variety of
conditions, including back pain, stress, anxiety, ME, and asthma. The Alexander Technique is not a therapy or an
exercise program. It is an in-depth study of how human reaction, co-ordination and movement play a part in everything
we do. It has enhanced the performance of athletes, actors, singers and musicians. Body, Breath and Being explores the
Alexander Technique through the experiences of those who have studied it and benefited from it. Body, Breath and
Being: · Is ideal for both beginner and expert · Includes over 100 full colour photographs and diagrams · Provides
practical experiments in every chapter · The book offers a new view of the way we use our bodies and the consequences
not only on our health, but also our approach to life
"...a small, beautifully produced book, that is a perfect gift to oneself or to another. Each excerpt, which is coupled with a
lovely and delicate scene from nature, is indeed a treasure consisting of maybe only a sentence or two, yet they are
words enough to take one to a very deep place..". -- New Age Retailer, National Review Network A beautiful gift book
filled with inspirational sayings taken from Yogananda's original 1946 version of Autobiography of a Yogi. With black and
white photographic art, and a beautiful 4-color cover complementing the original blue cover of Autobiography of a Yogi. A
volume to cherish for all truthseekers!
Pir Vilayat is the head of one of the mystical movements in the West: the Sufi Order International. Sufism began as the
mystical wing of Islam (similar to the role of Kabbalah in Judaism). This work is not just for Sufis, however, it is for anyone
seeking to deepen their spirituality. In it, readers will learn the key to transformation - moving beyond their own personal
point of view to something larger. The author calls this shift Thinking Like the Universe.
What is the soul, and how do we come to know it? What is its journey in life, and what stages and obstacles are
encountered along the way? These questions are explored here in detail according to the Diamond Approach, a spiritual
path that combines systematic inquiry into personal experience, the practice of traditional spiritual methods, and the
application of modern psychological research. The Inner Journey Home is the centerpiece of the Diamond Approach
literature, providing a complete overview of the teaching with references to the author's other books for more details on
certain topics.
2nd Edition: A manual for those going through spiritual journeys and kundalini awakenings. Listing symptoms, practices and health
suggestions to reassure the reader that transmutation and the evolutionary process of metamorphosis is both normal and essential
to the "deeper" experience of being human. Evolutionary biologists and neurologists may find some clues in this book to aid their
research.
In March 1997, thirty-nine people in Rancho Santa Fe, California, ritually terminated their lives. To outsiders, it was a mass
suicide. To insiders, it was a graduation. This act was the culmination of over two decades of spiritual and social development for
the members of Heaven’s Gate, a religious group focused on transcending humanity and the Earth, and seeking salvation in the
literal heavens on board a UFO. In this fascinating overview, Benjamin Zeller not only explores the question of why the members
of Heaven’s Gate committed ritual suicides, but interrogates the origin and evolution of the religion, its appeal, and its practices.
By tracking the development of the history, social structure, and worldview of Heaven’s Gate, Zeller draws out the ways in which
the movement was both a reflection and a microcosm of larger American culture.The group emerged out of engagement with
Evangelical Christianity, the New Age movement, science fiction and UFOs, and conspiracy theories, and it evolved in response to
the religious quests of baby boomers, new religions of the counterculture, and the narcissistic pessimism of the 1990s. Thus,
Heaven’s Gate not only reflects the context of its environment, but also reveals how those forces interacted in the form of a single
religious body. In the only book-length study of Heaven’s Gate, Zeller traces the roots of the movement, examines its beliefs and
practices, and tells the captivating story of the people of Heaven’s Gate.
This companion volume to the author's best-selling book, Pranic Healing, is an advanced guide to using proven pranic healing
methods to treat and prevent psychological ailments such as compulsive behaviors, tension, anxiety, stress, phobias, depression,
hysteria, impotence, and drug addiction. Easy-to-follow instructions and case studies.
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You have within you a latent energy waiting to transform your life. Known as kundalini, this legendary power is believed to catalyze
spiritual evolution. But is kundalini real? And if so, how can we engage this energy to awaken our consciousness? For centuries,
the secrets of kundalini have been guarded by masters and buried in esoteric texts around the globe. Kundalini Rising brings
together 24 illuminating essays by some of today's most prominent voices to demystify this mysterious phenomenon. From
personal accounts and yogic practices, to brain research and historical perspectives, this compelling anthology weaves together
both the mystical and practical perspectives on the rise of kundalini energy to help support your own spiritual discovery.
Contributors include: Lawrence Edwards, PhD; Bonnie Greenwell, PhD; Bruce Greyson, MD; Gene Keiffer; Penny Kelly; Gurmukh
Kaur Khalsa; Shanti Shanti Kaur Khalsa, PhD; Sat Bir Singh Khalsa, PhD; Gurucharan Singh Khalsa, PhD; Gopi Krishna; Olga
Louchakova; David Lukoff, PhD; Andrew B. Newberg, PhD; Stuart Perrin; John Selby; Stuart Sovatsky, PhD; Swami Sivananda
Radha; Dorothy Walters, PhD; John White; Whitehawk; Barbara Harris Whitfield; Charles L. Whitfield, MD; and Ken Wilber.
This book has been considered by academicians and scholars of great significance and value to literature. This forms a part of the
knowledge base for future generations. We have represented this book in the same form as it was first published. Hence any
marks seen are left intentionally to preserve its true nature.
Bede Griffiths was a Benedictine monk who achieved worldwide recognition for his pioneering efforts to bridge the great traditions
of Christian and Hindu faith. He advocates a global spiritual friendship, rather than a global religion, cultivating respct for each
other's spiritual practices.
The Concise Yoga Vasistha a clear, provocative summary of one of the leading texts of Hinduism. Swami Venkatesananda
continues the long tradition of elaborating on and clarifying the teachings of the sage Vasistha. It captures the verve of the original
text while eliminating needless repetition. For the specialist, this book makes available a handy guide to the original Sanskrit
without sacrificing philosophical depth. To the comparative religionist, it provides an occasion for understanding how Hinduism has
been able to accommodate seemingly opposite schools of thought without giving way to the platitudes which mar many syncretic
movements.

Illustrates various stages in different postures, and explains with easy-to-follow instructions. This title indicates the many
benefits of these postures in the healing and prevention of various disorders.
Introduction to Tantra Shastra by John Woodroffe. Originally the extented introduction to a translation of the Mahanirvana
Tantra by "Arthur Avalon" (a collective pseudonym for Woodroffe and an unnamed collaborator), this is a sufficiently
general treatment to repay reading apart from the work to which it was originally attached. While there are a few caveats,
Woodroffe was the first Western writer to treat seriously and sympathetically of the Sakta Tantrik cults and their
scriptures.
Facsimile of 1935 Edition. This volume contains the author's second group of experiences with Saint Germain. These
experiences were the result of his applying the knowledge he had previously learned, as described in Unveiled Mysteries.
"I LEFT you, my reader, at the end of Unveiled Mysteries, with the Great Ascended Master Lanto sending forth His
Blessing to America and mankind from the Retreat in the Royal Teton. In this book I shall describe another group of
important and wonderful experiences which I was privileged to have during those months of association with our Beloved
Ascended Master Saint Germain." Herein the author continues his conversation with St. Germain, an Ascended Master,
who is able to manipulate the fabric of reality. In Unveiled Mysteries the author, Guy Ballard, using the pen name Godfré
Ray King, describes a series of astral trips in time and space with St. Germain. They travelled to lost civilizations in South
America and the Sahara, as well as well-stocked bunkers of the ancients in the Grand Tetons, Yellowstone, and Mount
Shasta. The author and St. Germain revisit past lives as citizens of Atlantis and Mu, and they turn out to be relatives. A
final chapter mentions encounters with entities from Venus.
First published in 1969. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
This is the First Book reviving the Ancient Knowledge of Kriya Yoga The Science of Immortality and going back to
Heavens written by Immortal Himalayan Master and Siddha Kriya Yogi Swami Yogananda who is Reincarnation of
Revered Master Paramahansa Yogananda of Autobiography of a Yogi fame.
Miracles Through Pranic Healing -- all you need is a willingness to help yourself or your loved ones and to follow the stepby-step instructions. The results will follow. Within a week or two simple ailments can be healed . . . difficult ailments may
take longer.This is the basic text used in Pranic Healing courses all over the U.S. While many Americans only work with
seven basic chakras, in this process Master Choa also uses the minor chakras in the hands, feet, fingers, throat and
neck. His methods for activating healing energy enable you to work with other people without the energy drain that many
untrained intuitive healers experience. This is a useful introductory text, containing basic instructions, for any naturally
sensitive person who has an interest in this form of healing.
What all of mankind have learned in the past about creation is the way that existence isn't -- a paradox! Awaken and
realize that all of mankind will create their "body for Ascension," whether they accomplish this now or later, and that this
is not the exclusive domain of Christ or Buddha or many others who have ascended -- this is your birthright. You are not
relegated to worshipping those who have already done this very basic initiation called Ascension. Christ and Buddha
would be the first to acknowledge that they are just beginners on their eternal journey. When mankind lifts the veils of
their unworthiness and recognize that the are the Sons of God, that there is divine equality and no one is greater than
another, then you will have begun our journey in the way that it was intended. In your near future your Planetary
Hierarchy will release the world from theology, ecclesiasticism and the wrathful Jehovah and return humanity to its
rightful journey into spiritualizing matter, not worshipping it! The Mahatma is for those who are motivated to search for the
answers that can respond to their mental and spiritual bodies. In the past, mankind?s choices of beliefs and religions
have supported only the emotional body and the darker, material side of life. And truly, if one is going to remain on Earth,
very drastic shifts of consciousness will be required to have mankind remain in Earth?s new fourth-dimensional reality.
No matter how contrary to your current beliefs, this book contains methods for creating your spiritual Lightbody for
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Ascension, and it also explains your eternal journey in a way that was never before available to mankind.
Sufi Meditation presents the highest interpretation of what meditation means in universal mystical Islam. Using examples
from the Koran, Orthodox Christianity and modern science, Hixon masterfully explains that Sufi meditation is in fact the
consciousness of Divine Reality at all times, and that ultimately there is no separation between meditation and living
one's daily life.
A comparative study of yoga. Including Surat Shabd Yoga - the crown of life.
"What happened to me that early morning during the Christmas of 1937 changed the course of my life and outlook. I sat
in a small room in a house on the outskirts of Jammu. I was meditating. Practice had accustomed me to sit in the same
posture for hours without discomfort, and as I sat breathing slowly and rhythmically, my attention was drawn towards the
crown of my head, contemplating an imaginary lotus in full bloom, radiating light. I sat unmoving and erect. My whole
being was so engrossed in the contemplation of the lotus that for several minutes I lost touch with my body and
surroundings. The only objet of which I was aware was a lotus of brilliant colour, emitting rays of light. During a spell of
intense concentration I suddenly felt a strange sensation below the base of the spine, at the place touching the seat,
while I sat cross-legged on a folded blanket spread on the floor. The sensation was so extraordinary and pleasing that my
attention was forcibly drawn towards it. My heart beat wildly, and I found it difficult to bring my attention to the required
degree of fixity. The sensation extended upwards, growing in intensity. Then, suddenly, with a roar like that of a waterfall,
I felt a stream of liquid light entering my brain through the spinal cord. What had happened to me? Was I hallucinating?
Or had I by some strange fate succeeded in experiencing the Transcendental? I had read glowing accounts, written by
learned men, of great benefits resulting from concentration and of the miraculous powers acquired by yogis through
meditation. Was there, after all, really some truth in the repeated claims of the sages and ascetics of India, made for
thousands of years that it was possible to apprehend reality in this life if one practised meditation in a certain way? Little
did I realize that from that day onwards I was never to be my old normal self again. I had unwittingly and without
adequate knowledge, roused to activity the most powerful power in man. I had stepped unknowingly upon the key to the
most guarded secret of the ancients, and thenceforth for a long time, I had to live suspended by a thread, swinging
between life and death, between sanity and insanity, between lights and darkness, between heaven and earth." An
extraordinary autobiographical account of what happens in the mind and body when Kundalini gets spontaneously
aroused... one of the clearest journals documenting spiritual transformation and mental evolution onto a higher plane of
consciousness.
Dialogues on the process of awakening shakti towards inner consciousness while performing Yoga.
Babaji dictated these three books to V.T. Neelakantan, who wrote them down verbatim.
Advanced Pranic Healing brings important information to more experienced practitioners of this ancient art. It is a book
filled with techniques and methods for using ch'i and color prana to produce more rapid healing. It explains the use of the
eleven basic chakras, color prana, and preventative healing techniques. It provides treatments for various ailments such
as gastrointestinal, urinary, reproductive, endocrine, skeletal, and muscular disorders, as well as tumors, cancers, and
blood diseases. Master Choa discusses divine healing and how the miracle of health is available to us all.
Pranic Healing presents a unique holistic approach used to treat a variety of ailments, from fever to heart conditions to
cancer. By tapping into pranic or "ki" (chi) energy - the universal force which is our life force - the author presents
techniques for beginning, intermediate and advanced healing.
This book is a collection of 4 spiritual biographies written by Swami Satyananda Giri, eminent disciple of Swami Sriyukteshvar Giri. In this
collection are the biographies of revered Yogiraj Shyama Charan Lahiri Mahasaya, as well as biographies of his disciples Yogacharya Shastri
Mahasaya (Hansaswami Kebalananda) and Swami Sriyukteshvar Giriji Maharaj, as well as the biography of Paramahansa Yogananda
entitled "Yogananda Sanga."
ECKANKAR Ancient Wisdom for Today is an intriguing book that reveals how ancient mysteries of past lives, dreams, and Soul Travel lead to
spiritual freedom and truth today.
The first authoritative biography of Babaji, the immortal master made famous by Yogananda's Autobiography of a Yogi, an all-time bestseller. Babaji lives today near Badrinath, in the upper Himalayan mountains. His body has not aged since the age of sixteen, when centuries
ago he attained the supreme state of enlightenment and divine transformation. This followed his initiation into scientific art of Kriya Yoga by
two deathless masters, the siddhas Agastyar and Boganathar, who belonged to the "18 Siddha Tradition", famous among the Tamil speaking
people of southern India. This rare account, by a long time disciple, reveals their little known stories, ancient culture and present mission, as
well as how their Kriya Yoga can be used to bring about the integration of the material and spiritual dimensions of life. Clear explanations of
the psychophysiological effects of Kriya Yoga and guidelines for its practice are given. It includes verses from the Siddhas' writings with
commentary. A book which will inspire you.
An interlinear edition of the spiritual classic that provides devanagari, transliterated Sanskrit, and English versions of the G?t?.
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